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FOREWORD

The basic responsibility of the
Chelmsford social studies program is
the development of informed citizens
fully aware of the need for insuring
the dignity and worth of the individual,
for personal involvement in improving the
society they have inherited, and for
recognizing the interdependence of
all peoples. In the largest sense, then,
the goal of the social studies program
in the Chelmsford Public Schools is to
prepare students for intelligent
participation in a free society.

In order to develop .a program to
achieve this goal a variety of
materials were examined along with re -.
cent research and curriculum develop-
ment in social studies education. A
strong feeling developed as the result
of this study, that materials finally
selected for use in the Chelmsford
Schools should develop concepts and skills
from both the affective and cognitive
domain, that the materials foster the de-
velopment of the process of inquiry,
and that the program incorporate the
systems approach in its use of media.

Following extensive field testing in
Chelmsford classrooms, materials de-
veloped at the Project Social Studies
Curriculum Center at the University of
Minnesota were selected to provide the
curricular framework for the Chelmsford
program. The resource units that
accompany this guide were revised in
light of classroom experiences by a team
of classroom teachers during the summer
of 1969.
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These units are designed to guide the
teacher in his use of the multi-media kits
that are found in the classroom and in the
.16 mm films and videotapes available through
the Chelmsford media center. It is strongly
suggested by the teachers who worked with
the program that the classroom teacher do
two things before introducing the unit to his
students: read the background material pro-
vided on the culture and then survey the unit
and its related materials. Since these units
are resource units, teachers are encouraged
to develop resource units of their own using
the framework of generalizations, skills, and
attitudes outlined by the program.

The Chelmsford Public Schools are in-
debted to Dr. Edith West, Director of
Minnesota Project Social Studies, for making
the Project's materials available for field
testing and for her advice and counsel during
the fiel0 test period. Special thanks are also
extended to the classroom teachers who field
tested and revised the resource units for use
in the Chelmsford schools.

July 4, 1969

Charles L. Mitsakos
Coordinator of Social Studies
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GOALS FOR THE COURSE

The resource units make it clear that
the fourth yrade course is designed to
teach attitudes and skills as well as
generalizations and concepts. This
section deals briefly with objectives
for the course. Charts appended to
this guide indicate more specifically
the way in which goals are developed
in the different units.

Behavioral Goals Related to Values

This course is designed to help
children develcpa number of the values
identified by t.-;e Center's staff as
goals for the entire social studies
program. For example, the units are
built to try to develop curiosity
about social data. The choice of units
for this level also indicates rather
clearly the staffs concern for helping
children learn to accept diversity as
natural and to value human dignity.

It should not be thought that some of
the attitudinal goals are neglected
merely because there is no check against
them under a specific unit in the chart
on attitudinal coals. The checks in-
dicate those units in which the goals
ha-Je been kept in mind designinc;
specific ac lines and sonletimes the
entire approach. Many cf the
other attitudes wil] he reinforced
in :.anits in which they are riot
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ar that checked.
igned to
well as Teachers working with this course for the
This first time may be bothered by how to
ectives handle comments and questions which indi-
ed to cate that children are surprised by or even
fically upset by the values and practices of peo-
eloped ple in other societies. One of the main

purposes of this course is to teach chil-
dren to.under'stand why people act dif-
ferently than we do, why they believe
and value different tErEgs, and to under

p stand that to these people such behavior
e TIalues seems natural and right. Children should
ff as learn to accept diversity in a nation and
udles in a world in which they must live with
is are diverse peoples. They should learn that
ity our ways are not the only possible ways
of units to live and that we can learn from other

rather peoples of the world.. However, the goal
r helping is not to get children to 'adopt the values
sity as of these other cultures. iNe wish children
nity. to understand without d.opting them or even

thinking that all of the ways are good for
some of the people of the other society. The idea
ected of cultural relativity is no longer accepted
ck against by anthropologists. As one anthropologist
the chart has written, "one may not accept what is as
cks in- what should by, on the mere grounds that
e goals 'it is so.'" Children should learn to ask
gnino themselves how other people would think
:es the and feel about things. We should not ex-
the pect children to feel the same way. Nor

rced would we really want them to, since they
must learn the vales and norms of their own
society if they are to live in it with-

lues
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out experiencing serious difficulties.
Children must learn that diversity is
not bad in and ofitself, but that what
others do in other societies might not
be acceptable in our own society any
more than our behavior would be ac-
ceptable in some other societies.

The teacher should try to avoid condem-
nation of a practice merely because ohe
does not like it. Children can be asked
to think about the consequences of dif-
ferent types of behavior for the people
who live in the society. The teacher
must be careful, however, to avoid.any
suggestion that a practice may make
people unhappy merely because it would
make her or even most American people
unhappy. For. example,'most Americans
would not like to have their husband
or wife chosen for them. This does
not mean that this form of marriage
arrangement makes the people of India
unsatisfied. The question of the. ef-
fects of certain practices upon peo-
ple's feelings is a question which can
be investigated thrOugh empirical

. methods. Studies have beeh made,'for
example, of the, attitudes -of Indian
college students toward arranged mar-
riages. We need to lookat.'this kind
of data,'not consider how we would re-
act to practices which differ from ours.

When' Children express prejudices, the
teacher should make-every attempt, to

help them understa'
understand that ot,
ways strange. Ind
times to give chil
in our society whi
upsetting or fooli
have children disc'
which exist in beh,
in this country.
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the ways in which
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:ulties. help them understand the behavior and also
lity is understand that other people may think our
:hat what ways strange. Indeed,it might help at
ght not times to give children examples of norms
y any in our society which other peoples find
ac- upsetting or foolish. It should help to

:s. have children discuss some of the differences
which exist in behavior of different families

[ condem- in this country. The teacher may also need
ause she to ask children to think once again about
oe asked the ways in which other people are like us
of dif- as well as different from us.

le people
'teacher SkillS

I

c)id.any
make This fourth grade course is designed to develop
,t would many skills. A number of these are related
rpeople to methods of inquiry. Some of the geographic
Lricans skills were introduced in earlier courses and
.band are reviewed and developed more intensively
does in grade four. They are also taught again
iage at later levels in the curriculum
India

he. ef- The chart showing the sequential develop-
peo- went of skills in this course is presented
ich can on pages 34-36 of this guide. It should be
al noted that some of the skills are not listed
e,'for as objectives in more than one unit during
dian the year (e.g. interprets flow charts or
d mar- modelS). Later units give pupils opportunities.
s'kind to practice and improve the skill. Teachers
ld re- may find that they should work intensively

rom ours. on the skill in a number of units. If so, they
should' list the skill as an objective of the

s, the later teaching units.
pt to
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Some of the skills objectives should be
taught in all of the units for which they
are listed. These are the thinking
skills related to inquiry (e.g,, sets up
hypotheses, classifies data, applies
previously- learned concepts and generali-
zations to new data, generalizes from
data, and tests hypotheses against data).
Moreover, some of the geographic skills
should be emphasized in each unit in
which they are listed in order to teach
children to use them effectively and to
develop the habit of using them.

Other skills are listed for more than
one unit, also. The teacher may decide
to postpone teaching the skill in the
first unit in which it is listed. Or
she may feel that it is unnecessary to
teach it to all children in the second
unit in which it is found. However,
she may still wish to work with a small
group of children on the sill in this
unit.

Goals Related to Concepts and Generali-
zations

The Center has chosen to identify'impor-
tent concepts and generalizations from
the various social sciences and has tried
to provide for a sequential development

of them in the K-12
sequence for grade f
nary. It is designe('
important concepts fl
pology, and geograph;
taught do not constit
any one of the disci4
those in economics c
However, the concept
or more of the discip
the course. The staf
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be of them in the K-12 curriculum. The
they sequence for grade four is interdiscipli-

nary. It is designer:1 to teach children
_s up important concepts from economics, anthro-

pology, and geography. The concepts
rali- taught do not constitute a structure for

any one of the disciplines, although
"ata). those in economics come close to doing so.
_lls However, the concepts are important to one

or more of the disciplines drawn upon in
!ach the course. The staff's point of view
to about structure in disciplines is explained

in background papers #'s 1 and 2. For
further analysis of a structure for a

to speAlic discipline, teachers are referred
ide to the background paper on that discipline.
le It should be pointed out here that even
)r though this course does not provide a
to structure for each of the disciplines
end drawn upon, children will develop a struc-

ture for each discipline as they move
all through the curriculum
lis

Most of the generalizations to be developed
are presented in the terms of the social
scientist. No attempt should be made to

1.- have children learn the statements as
they are presented in the resource units.
Rather, children should be encouraged to

por- generalize in their own words.
70M
tried Even though the objectives for a particular
ent procedure within a resource unit do not
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show clearly that the procedure is designed
to teach children about the culture con-
cept, the teacher should keep in mind the
fact that this concept helps tie the en-
tire curriculum together. Many of the
procedures in this course are designed
to teach different aspects of the cul-
ture concept. Details about what peo-
ple eat in the. Trobriand Islands or in
India, for example, are included not be-
cause it is important for children to
know these details. They are included
to teach children that all people must
eat (a cultural universal) but that what
they eat and how they eat may differ
from society to society (su]tural di-
versity). Data on Trobriand canoes and
sailing abilities are not important ex-
cept to develop an appreciation of the
skills and culture of the Trobrianders

cepts, generaliz
tulles which are
program.

The Rationale fo

These -resource u
in part because
generalizations
The teacher shoo
these generalize:
in several of th
course. Moreove
earlier grades,
again through di
grades. This me
or wise to spend
single generaliz
Rather, children
these generalize:

and to teach the children something about hypotheses to be
the economic and social organization of study other unit
the community. Details on the Trobriander's they can general
kula arrangements are interesting in and ferences in econ
of themselves. However, they are in- affecting output
cluded to teach children that some so- first unit. How
cieties place much less emphasis upon understand that
a market economy than we do or upon a to be modified 1
command economy than the Soviets do and be held tentativ
much more emphasis upon exchange by change in the li
reciprocal relationships. Such data
also help children understand that an Because of this .

economic system is part of a total cul- development of c
ture--that cultural values and norms and skills, it i.
affect the kind of economic system which to read through
is developed. In other words, details the units before
about cultures are included only because
they are needed to teach certain con-

10
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-ocedure is designed
the culture con-
keep in mind the
elps tie the en-
. Many of 'the
3e are designed

cepts, generalizations, skills, and atti-
tudes which are the important goals of the
program.

The Rationale for the Number of Objectives

of the cul- These *resource units differ from many units
.bout what peo- in part because of the large number of
i Islands or in generalizations and skills to be taught.
included not be- The teacher should remember that many of
'r children to these generalizationS and skills are found
y are included in several of the units in the fourth grade
lll people must course. Moreover, many are reviewed from
al) but that what earlier grades, and all will be taught
at may differ again through different content in later
(sultural di- grades. This means that it is not necessary
-iand canoes and or wise to spend too much time clinching a
)t important .ex-. single generalization in any one unit
(-Jiation of the Rather, children should generalize and hold
Ze Trobrianders these generalizations as tentative--as

something about hypotheses to be tested more fully as they
organization of study other.units. At the end of the course
on the Trobriander's they can generalize more fully about dif-
Ateresting in and ferences in economic systems or factors
they are in- affecting output than they could in the

1 that some so- first unit. However, they should still
emphasis upon understand that generalizations may need

a do or upon a to be modified later, that they should
e Soviets do and be held tentatively, always subject to
exchange by change in the light of new evidence.

s. Such data
rstand that an
of a total cul-

ues and norms
omic system which
words, details

uded only because
h certain con-

Because of this reinforcement and further
development of concepts, generalizations
and skills, it is important for the teacher
to read through the objectives of all of
the units before she begins the course.
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It would be wise, also, to examine the
objectives of earlier courses. The charts
on goals, which are found at the end of
this guide, are keyed to show which ones
were taught in earlier grades.

TEACHING STRATEGIES

For a more complete discussion of inquiry
approaches in teaching, the teacher should
read a number of the background papers.
Background Paper #1 analyzes in more de-
tail the Center's point of view about in-
quiry as a teaching strategy and what in-.
quiry involves. Background Paper #10
examines learning theory in relation to
the use of inquiry. Background papers on
the individual-disciplines focus upon in-
quiry methods and techniques used in those
disciplines, not upon inquiry approaches
to teaching. However, they discuss in-
quiry techniques which might be taught to
pupils in some of the courses.

The fourth grade course emphasizes a
teaching strategy which encourages chil-
dren to find out things for themselves
rather than one which emphasizes the
absorption of generalizations presented
ready-made by the teacher. Children are
asked to make guesses or set up hypotheses
They undoubtedly arrive at hypotheses by
drawing upon previously-learned concepts
and generalizations. They decide that
some ideas they have learned in the past

12
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might help them make sense out of this new
situation. They cannot be sure, but they
guess that this might be:so. Inquiry also
involves gathering data, testing their
hypotheses, and generalizing from their
findings.

The Center's staff does not believe, nor
does this course reflect a belief, that
all learning must be developed by this
type of teaching strategy. There is also
a place at times for children to find out
what others think about certain kinds of
data. They may do so by listening to the
teacher read a story or to a guest speaker
or by seeing films; Such activities may
help children compare sources of information
and provide them with opportunities to
evaluate sources. These activities provide
children with help in understanding different
points of view or how people in other cul-
tures may perceive things. The stories give
children a chance to identify with people
in the story and so to understand their
feelings.

Stories which children listen to or which
they read also give children concrete data
from which they can generalize about cul-
tural diversity, about how culture is
learned, about norms and values, about
socialization, and about economics. The
teacher should not tell children the
generalizations. even when she may provide
the raw data from which they can generalize.

13
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There are many occasions in the units when child
children view pictures and are asked to
make guesses about things from these pic- At timc.
tures. Questions in the guides should izatior
help them make such guesses. Stories faulty
and other materials, including maps, can support
Lhen be used to help them check on their the soc
guesses. should

dren ip
Teachers should encourage children's guesses pupils
as being as worthwhile at some stages of possib]
thinking as statements which present a con:- Indeed,
mentary on facts seen in pictures or found dren tc
in stories. At other times children should that th
be asked to listen or look for things which tions.
can be used to test these guesses or hy- about c
potheses. Even at this stage, however, economi
children should be rewarded for coming one,
up with new ideas about possible hypotheses general
or for asking relevant questions which units.
have not been raised earlier. Whether or learn t
not children will learn to ask questions, tentat3.
set up hypotheses, and generalize for
themselves, depends in part upon whether When ch
or not such behavior is discouraged or which a
encouraged by teachers. However, the the tee:
teacher should not always say "yes" or First,
"that's right" or "good" when a child pre- units
sents an idea which the teacher thinks help th
good. Rather, the teacher may wish to sug that ch
gest that this is a.new idea or an inter- of then:
esting idea and ask what ideas other chil- hypothe
dren have. Then children can test dif- courses
ferent ideas. Teachers can reward or en- to help
courage the kinds of behavior desired in tions?
many ways other than by saying that the five he

14
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sions in the units when
ires and are asked to
things from these pic-
a the guides should
guesses. Stories

, including maps, can
p them check on their

child has come up with a "correct" answer.

At times children may fail to limit general-
izations sufficiently or may arrive at
faulty generalizations which cannot be
supported by present data and knowledge in
the social sciences. If so, the teacher
should not feel obligated to correct chil-
dren immediately. Rather she should have

ourage children's guesses pupils think of these generalizations as
ile at some stages of possible hypotheses to be tested later.
nts which present a com- Indeed, at times it is beneficial for chil-
en in pictures or found dren to over-generalize and later discover
er times children should that they must modify their generaliza-
or look for things which tions. Thus if they have over-generalized
these guesses or hy- about economic motives or about how basic
this stage, howeyer, economic questions are resolved in unit
rewarded for coming one, they may have to modify their
bout possible hypotheses generalization when they study the other
ant questions which units. This experience should help them
d earlier. Whether, or learn the need to hold generalizations
earn to ask questions, tentatively.
and generalize for
in part upon whether When children arrive at generalizations
r is discouraged or which are obviously contradicted by data,
ers. However, the the teacher needs to consider two questions.
always say "yes" or First, do later parts of this unit or later
good" when a child pre- units during the year provide material to
the teacher thinks help them test these generalizations so
teacher may wish to sug that children should be permitted to think
new idea or an inter- of them as tentative generalizations or
what ideas other chil- hypotheses until then? Second, do later
ildren can test dif- courses in the curriculum provide material
hers can reward or en- to help them test and limit generaliza-
c behavior desired in tions? For example, will Units in-gracle
ri by saying that the five help them limit a geographic



generalization which they have arrived at is wrong.
In one of the fourth grade units?

If the answer to either question is "yes,"
it may be wise to let pupils hold these
generalizations tentatively but to re-
mind them they should think of them as
hypotheses to be tested in later units.
This is probably the procedure to use
if the generalization represents an
over-generalization which does not take
into account some of the more sophis-
ticated limitations which a social
scientist or even an older child might
place upon it.

On the other hand, suppose the answer to
both questions is "no." Or suppose that
the generalization is not just too broad
but is obviously contradicted by data
which children have already come across
or which could be presented to them in
an understandable from within the unit
beign studied. The teacher should then
spend more time helping children test
their generalization at this time. Rather
than merely telling children that their
generalization is wrong or needs to be
limited, the teacher might confront chil-
dren with data. For example, she could
read excerpts fom books, tell stories,
show pictures or films or merely relate
certain facts. This data should be such
as to lead children to modify their
generalization or arrive at a better
generalization without telling them what

16
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THE FOCUS OF THE FOURTIF GRADE COURSE

The fourth grade course continues to use
the theme of "Communities Around the World,"
but the course has an economic emphasis.
The different communities are used as ve-
hicles to teach children about contrasting
economic systems. Children will spend a
large portion of their time finding out
in simple terms how our own economic sys-
tem operates. However,, they will discover
that in some societies the government plays
a much greater role, and that in some so-
cieties there is much greater emphasis
upon exchange through traditional reciprocal
relationships than by a market system or
governmental decisions. Children will see
that the total way of life, including cul-
tural values and the social system, affects
the economic system.

children test Although the focus of the fourth grade
this time. Rather course is upon economics, the economic

ldren that their institutions are added to other institu-
or needs to be tions studied in earlier grades. 8y the
ght confront chil- last half of the course, children will be
.ample, she could studying total cultures in order to see
s, tell stories, the relationship of the economic system
of merely relate to the rest of the culture. This means that
.ta should be such the course continues to'develop concepts
modify their . related to culture, social organization,
re at a better and social processes. Children should ac-
telling them what quire data to enable them to generalize

17
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more fully and carefully about cultural
norms and values, about culture as learned
behavior, about cultural diversity, and
about cultural universals and the psychic
unity of mankind. They should also be
able to generalize more fully about con-
cepts related to social organization, so-
cial processes, and cultural change.

The communities are also use to teach
children adCitional site concepts and re-
view many of the site concepts and geo-
graphic skills learned in earlier grades.

GENERAL OUTLINE OF THE FOURTH GRADE COURSE

This course includes the following units:

Unit 1--Our Own Community-An Economic
Emohasis.

Thi.s unit begins with family experiences
which children will be able to draw upon
to develop simple ideas about consumer and
capital goods, durable and non-durable This unit pr
goods, the production of goods and services,pilS' own ec
and producers. Still using family ex- a modified
periences and the local community, the upon what th
unit helps children understand the concept grade course
of economic scarcity. Children develop a how the Sovi
simple flow chart to help them understand mic decision
how our economic system operates. They study the op
gradually add more and more variable to in more deta
this chart. The unit helps children learn
about barter, money, and banks. Children Children stu

study diffe
learn the r
in capital
which organ
division of
production)
dente. Chi
affect cons'
prices and
ness firms

The unit col
ideas relat,
things are
spend consic
why certain
.local COMMUT
attempt to
ways in whit
resolve bassi
the market 1

Unit 2--A S
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TI-I GRADE COURSE

ilowing units:

?fin Economic

1 experiences
to draw upon Unit 2--A Soviet Community--Urban and Rural

ut consumer and
non-durable This unit provides a contrast to the pu-
ods and services,pilS' own economic system and illsustates
family ex- a modified command economy. Children draw

munity, the upon what they have learned in the second
and the concept grade course on the Soviet family to analyze
dren develop a how the Soviet people are affected by econo-
hem understand mic decisions of the government. They also
rates. They study the operation of the economic system
variable to in more detail in both urban and rural areas.
children learn

nks. Children Children study more site concepts about the

study different-factors of production,
learn the role of savings in investment
in capital goods, and analyze ways in
which organization of production (e.g.
division of labor, specialization, mass
proddction) affect output and interdepen-
dence. Children also look at factors which
affect consumer choice, factors affecting
prices and wages, and ways in which busi-
ness firms compete and are organized.

The unit continues to build some geographic
ideas related to factors affecting where
things are likely to be produced. They
spend considerable time trying to find out
why certain goods are produced in their
local community. The unit ends with an
attempt to help children summarize the
ways in which the market serves to help
resolve basic economic questions and how
the market is modified by government policies.
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U.S.S.R. as a whole than in the second fern _

grade. They are asked to draw many in- study
ferences from a comparison of different but f
map patterns. are a

goner,
Unit 3--The Trobriand Islanders the ui

the i
This unit provides a useful example of an a dif
economic system in which exchange is af= . Soviet
fected far more by traditional recipro-
cal relationships than by either the mar- Altho
ket or any command system. However, as in insti'
earlier units, children find out that the cultui
economic system provides a mixture of tra- how c
ditional relationships, market, and gOvern: insti'
ment. They also fina out how Change has affec
been taking place within the economic'
system and the wider culture. In order The u.
to teach these ideas, children look'at geogr
the Trobriand culture as a whole, rather skill
than just economic institutions.

Each
This unit is also used to teach children diffe
a number of site concepts. In addition, used
it is used to teach them how to use the use of
grid of parallels and meridians and an which
atlas index. to locate places. their

heavil
such a

Unit 4--A Village in India and ha
descri

Although this unit focuses upon a village calls
in India and upon caste relationships which been p
affect exhange in the village, it also to rea
Presents a brief treatment of how life dif- heavil

last u
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age, it also
of how life dif-

Lets in cities. Children spend much time
studying rediprocal ex-change in the villages
but find out also-that the people in villageF
are affected...in part by a market and by
government policies. In the 'Iasi: part of
the unit, they are introduced briefly to
the idea of overall economic planning of
a different type than that found in the
Soviet Union.

Although this unit focuses upon economic
institutions, children study-the larger
culture of the people in order to find out
how cultural values and norms and how social
institutions (particularly the caste system)
affect the economic system.

The unit is also used to review a number of
geographic concepts, generalizations, anal
skills. and to teach new ones.

Each of these units calls for a slightly
different emphasis upon kinds of materials
used. Unit one depends largely upon the
use of community resources, upon things
which pupils can see, visit, or find in
their own area. Unit two depends more
heavily upon maps, audio-visual materials
such as pictures, films, and filmstrips,
and caving the teacher read stories or
descriptions aloud in class. Unit three
calls for greater use of stories which have
been prepared by the Center for the children
to read. However, this unit, too, depends
heavily upon the use of pictures. The
last unit provides some written materials
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Grade three uses the
It is j:mportant to note the way in which Around the World" to int
th fourth grade course fits into the entiremore detail to social an
curriculum. The kindergarten program 'is stitutions. Again some
designed to acquaint children with the arc developed, but the m
general idea of varied peoples in the world' economic institutions dc
and with simple geographic concepts and grade four. One unit in.
skills. Children will have studied their cuses upon the non-econo,
own neighborhood, learned something about children's community.
directions and distances, made simple maps In each of the grade le
and learned to use simple globes and maps. institutions are added t
They will have found out that communities institutions which pupil
and countries are dependent upon each earlier. That is, as ch
other for many goods and resources. Manus or Paris community
They will. also have been introduced to the they will also notice so]
idea of change in the environment which family life in these comi
results both from natural forces and from lock at economic life in
man's activities. in grade four, they will

It seems appropriate to have children
begin their study of culture by focusing
upon only one institution--an institution
which is close to their lives. The two

r
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Grade three uses the theme of "Communitie
which Around the World" to introduce children in
the entiremore detail to social and poliJeical in-
ram'io stitutions. Again some economic concepts
the are. developed, but the major focus upon

world economic institutions does not come l

s

unti
and grade four. One. unit in grade three fa-

d their cuses upon the non-economic aspects of the
g about children's Community.
Die maps in each of the grade levels from one to four,
nd maps. institutions are added to a study of other
unities institutions which pupils have examined
ach earlier. That is, as children look at the

Manus or Paris community in grade three,
d to the they will also notice some things about the
which' family life in these communities. As children
nd from look at economic life in .the village of India

in grade four, they will find out much about
the family life and the social and political

ren ' life in'an Indian village. In this fashion,
cusing children study more institutions in each grade
itution level until they are able to look.at total
e two cultures without too much confusion.
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THE FORMAT OF THE RESOURCE UNITS

The main part of each resource unit is
set up in a double-page format to help
teachers see the. relationships among ob-
jectives, content, teaching procedures,
and materials of instruction. The ob-
jectives column is found in the first
column on the left-hand page. This column
answers the questions: Why should we
use this procedure or teach this content?
Nhat should be the focus of the procedure?
The second column on the left-hand page
presents an outline on content. :This col-
umn answers the question: What topics
should we teach? The first Carumn on the
right-hand page includes suggested teaching
procedures. This column answers the
question: How can we teach these objec-
tives and ti content? The final column
on materials of instruction answers the
question: With what materials can we
teach these objectives and this content?

A key is used in the objectives column to
make the type of objective stand out clear-
ly. Generalizations are prededed by a G and
are in plain type. Skills are preceded by
an S and are underlined.- Attitudinal
behaviors are preceded by an A and are in
capital letters.

If no objective is found in the left-
hand column for a particular procedure,
the teacher should look at the last objec
tive(s) listed in the column for a single
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Skills are preceded by
lined. Attitudinal
eded by an A and are in

found in the left-
particular procedure,
look at the last objec-

the column for. a single

procedure. An objective is not repeated
until a different objective intervenes.

It should be noted that any one teaching
procedure may help develop several general-
izations, one or more skills, and one or
more attitudes. Indeed, the most useful
procedures are frequently those which
help achieve several types of objectives.

By knowing what generalizations(s) are listed
for a particular procedure, the teacher can
direct her handling of the procedure to
appropriate ends. As stated earlier, how-
ever, she should not feel that children
should learn a generalization as the result
of this one procedure. The 'procedure
should help lead to the development of the
generalization but is almost never the only
procedure aimed at accomplishing this end,
even within the same unit.

If nothing is printed in the content column
opposite a particular procedure, the
teacher should look at the last content
presented for an earlier procedure. It
is not repeated for each new procedure.

The materials column does not include
complete bibliographic data nor all of the
references which might be used, The biblio-
graphic data can be found in the biblio-
graphy at the end of the main body of the
unit. The bibliography frequently includes
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other bookS and materials which may be included i
used in the unit but which are not so other hand
necessary as those listed in the body of children h
the unit, ,Teachers are encouraged to add ability to
other materials as they are published or skill. Sh
suitable materials which are in their this skill
school libraries but which are not listed merely rev
in the bibliography, using all

to teach i

ADAPTING RESOURCE UNITS TO SPECIFIC COURSES 2. The enera

The units provided by the Center are re- For exampi
source units. Naturally,. teachers are expec- ability ch
ted and encouraged to add their own ideas to spend m
for materials and teaching procedures. activities
These units are intended to suggest crete item
possibilities, not to present a cut-and- drawing.
dried course.

Since these units are resource units,
teachers are not expected to use all of
the suggested procedures. Indeed, they
could not do so in any one class. Rather,
they shoul select and add procedures
which are most suitable for each class.
They should consider a number of factors
as they make this selection.

1. The objectives which they wish to em-
.

phasize in the unit.

Suppose the teacher discovers that
children need much more help on cer-
tain map-reading skills. She may wish
to add some objectives which are not
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be included in the resource unit. On the
so other hand, suppose she discovers that
dy of children have developed considerable
to add ability to use a specific map-reading
ed or skill. She may then wish to omit
ir this skill as an objective or at least
listed merely review its use rather than

using all of the activities designed
to teach it.

COURSES 2. The general ability level of the class.

e re- For example, in a class of largely low
axe expec- ability children the teacher may wish
ideas to spend more time on some of the

es. activities which call for making con-
crete items, manipulating things, or

-and- drawing.

'3. the diffetingabilities.and_intereSts
Of class members.

1 of
they This criterion is particularly impor-
Rather, tant in selecting indiVidual and small
s group activities and in helping chii-
ass. dren find the books and materials at
ctors their reading level.

4. Previous experiences of children.
to em-

The selection of objectives, content,
procedures, and materials will depend

hat in part upon: (a) previous experiences
cer- outside of school, such as trips,

ay wish visits to museums, where children have
e not lived before coming to the community,
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socio-economic background cf children,
etc.; (b) earlier school experiences,
including whether or not children
have come through earlier courses in
the Center's curriculum. Much more
attention will have to be paid to geo-
graphic skills and concepts, for ex-
ample, if children have not come
through earlier courses in the Center's
curriculum.

5. The rest of the school curriculum, both
in social studies and in other fields.

The teacher will need to consider ques-
tions such as the following: What are
children learning in their science and
mathematics units which might help
them in social studies? For example,
are they learning anything about maps
in one of the new math programs? Does
any cf the work in science help them
understand globalism or climate, etc.?

6. Materials available for the course.

Some procedures will have to be omitted
if needed materials are not available
or if other materials cannot be
substituted. (However, the teacher
can attempt to obtain such materials
for another year.)

THE PREPARATION OF THESE MATERIALS

The Curriculum Center at the University
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.niversity

of Minnesota had as its major goal the
development and try-out of a new curri-
cular framework for grades K-12. The
basic assumptions of.the staff and the
criteria for selecting topics are dis-
cussed in the Center's Background Paper
4l. A tentative curricular framework
was used in developing-.a-series of re-
source units and sample pupil materials
at various levels where they were needed.
No attempt was made to develop a complete
set of materials for children. Rather,
the aim was to try out the curriculum,
using as many materials available from
other sources as possible, and supple-
menting these materials with a few ae-
veloped by the Center only where they
were needed in order to teach the units.

The resource units and materials for chil-
dren were developed by a number of people.
Background papers for use by those pre-
paring the units on the Soviet Union, the
Trobriand Islanders, and the Village in
India were prepared by Rufus Logan, then
a professor of economics at Gustavus
Adolphus College in Minnesota, Shirley
Holt, the staff's anthropologist, and
Ardis Gustafson, an elementary school
teacher in North St. Paul who was on leave
taking graduate work in anthropology and
Education at the University of Minnesota.
Drafts of units for preliminary tryout
were developed by Joan Jurkovic and Diane
Monson, instructors in the College of
Education at the University of Minnesota,
and Ardis Gustafson of the North St. Paul
Public Schools. The original units on
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the Soviet!Union and on the Trobriand Is-
landers wei:e developed under the general
direction Of Professor Vincent Rogers,
those on the U.S. community and on India
under the general. direction of Professor
Everett Teach. ,Following several try-
outs in Public schools; the units were
revised by Edith West and Ardis
Gustafson.

The materials for children on India
were developed by Ardis Gustafson and
those on the Trobriand Islands by Pro-
fessor Edith West.

Following a period of field testing in
the Chelmsford Public Schools, the units
were revised by a team of Chelmsford
teachers during the summer of 1969.
Leda Drouin, June Gould, Jean Gurecki,
and Gail Hennigar made up this team
under the general supervision of
Charles L. Mitsakos.
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SEQUENTIAL DEVELOPMENT OF CONCEPTS U.S. U.S.S.R. Trobri-
and
Islands

India

ECONOMIC CONCw.

1. Scarcity
2. Economic Goods
3. Production
4'. Consumption

. Economic goals X
6. Out.ut and :rowan X X

a. Productive resources or factors of production X X X
*1 Natural resources X X
2 Labor (producers) x x
3 Capital :ocds X

b. Savings and investment X X
7.Techuoidevelopment
d. Oranization of productive resources X
'1 Division of labor and specialization

a Mass roduction
1 Assembly line X

i

11111112) Business firm X

11111111111111

1111.1111111

a Individual proprietorship X
b Partnershi X
c Corporation X

X

---

X
X
WM..

d Coo erative
change

..L *Ian ....m.
A's.. Trade

7---1 llET27----
Money -

b. Bants
137-DTsT,Rbufion X X

a. Wages X
b. Interep X
c. Profits X

2-1S19(2f production X I
_d. Taxes and government expenditures MI

* Introduced in earlier course.
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U.S. U.S.S.R. Trobri-
and
Islands

India

9. Living levels
0. Economic:System or Means of Allocation X X X .

a. Market economy X X
*1) Price Competition X X
.

= app X X
t b Demand X X

2). Private enterprise7liT--
b. NEEREa economy X

1) (#overnment ownership
c. Tracarr67 economy

1) RecTRocal relationships system X
d. RIMeconomy

111111

allgiani

X

v

X

X
X
X

e. Change. in system of allocation
INTBROPOICGTCAL AND SOCIOLMICAL coNCE0
I. Culture
*a. horms and values
tEr.reiRlia behavior patterns
fc. Divers y an unhclueness
d. Universals (Inc siding rsycic unity of mankind

*e. Integration X
*f. Change X X

1) Diffusion X :X
*g.*g. Continuity or persistence X

2.. Social Organization X ,

*a. Roles
IINIIBEMIIIIIIII X X

*b. Leadership

IIIIIMMIIII

111111111011.1110Mil

X X

X

c. Institu ions
4.3.) Family

*2 Sc °al
*3 Re igious MN

1E111111
1'4) Political

5) Economic
d. EEFEE-' ca ion or c :se.

1) Caste
-21Tric 1.11111al mobility
3) Status
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India

ItSospil Processes IMINI1011111 .

*a, Socialization

mum-
1110111111EMO

X

..X

X
tb. Conflict

1 War
2 Revolution

c. Rec1717-cal relationshit
IGLITir- JErTs

X1. Gov_ , services
2. Revolumlon
3. Law MGEWEINPHIC-MNCEPTS-

X Y1. Globalism; earth-sun relationships .

_
2. Diversity or variability X X
3. Location X s X

a. Position
lb. Situation

lin
1111111111511.111

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

MOM
1113111111

X

X X
:K x

'c. Site
- 1 Landforms

. *a Elevation
b Mountains

X X
X X
X X
X X

I c P z eau
*d Plains

X
X

*e Coral atoll 111111

1111111111111111
111111 X

IIIIIIIII

Z

.*:f Coral reef
4frg Island :

*2±Wat er
- *il-bcean

.

:

*17-Lagoon .

if cimveRiver X
.

*3)- Climate X
. *a) Temperature 111111 X

*.b Growing Season a xi'c Preci itation
, Monsoon

*d) Seasonal variation 41111110111111
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U.S.S.R. Trobri-
and
Islands

India

Soil
11111111a Fertilit

111311111111L11111
b Exhaustion

11151111111KINI*5 Ve etation
IIIIIIII NEM Xa Rain forest and '11 le NM x SAM. *b Coniferous and hardwood forest 11.111. X 111111111111 X*c Desert

11111111111111111 X
d Tundra. ME X NNW Xe Ste ti. r X X

*6 Man-made features
IIIIIIIIIIII

1111111111111211111E111111
X

MOM
X

X

.. *a Village
*b Mies _ X

.. Interrelatedness
X =11111011111

111111111111131111,111111
111111111111131111
IMIIIIIIIIIIIIEIIIIIIIIIIIII

11E31111

X

X

X

. *a. Trade X
*b. Interdependence X
tc. Areal association

X
1111111111111111111211111111111111

111111

5..Cha,:e

*a. Soil development and exhaus ion
.111111111111111111111111M1*b. Situation

6..Cultural Ube of Environment
1131111161E1111*a. Wa a of making a 1 ving NMI X

*1 Fishig_
1111111111111111111A111*2 : r ma ri ii in .. m............ X NMI

11111111111114111111111111
x*3 Handicrafts

Indust X X 11111111/11111*b. Po...dation dispersion and dens y 1111111131111111 A
I Land use X WWI X

IIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIMIMEIMIll
2 Uranization
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. Every economic system faces scarcity or a lack of enough
productive resources to satisfy all human wants.

X X X

a. Economic wants of people seem never to be satisfied,
since goods and services must be replenished constant-
ly as they are used up, since population is expanding
and since new inventions create new wants.

X

b. A productive resource is anything which can be used
to produce odds and services. X
1 There are different kinds of productive resources

(factors of production) including natural resources
(land), labor (man) and capital goods (tools and
machines and buildings to house production.)

2) Many types of goods can be produced from the same
resource. X

. Certain basic economic questions related to allocation
are resolved in some fashion by every society. Although
perhaps in no other way than tradition. These questions
are: (1) What and how much of each good or service shall
be produced? (2) How much shall be produced in total?
(3) How shall these goods and services be produced?
() How shall these goods and services be distributed
among the people?

X K X

a. There are many ways of deciding who should get scarce
goods and services. X

b. Economic systems differ as to how questions are re-
solved about what and how much to produce, how it sha
be produced) and who shall set what :odds and services.

The between economic systems _s n
how and by whom basic economic decisions over alloca-
tion of resources are made.

a. In a private enterprise system it is the market which
serves largely to resolve the questions of: What and
how much shall be producedt How shall it be produced?
and Who shall get what products and services::
1) Demand affects the supplyof goods and services by

affecting prices. Other things being equal, -Win

higher the price for a good, the larger the quantit
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2) Competition among producers affects how things will
be produced in a private enterprise economy, since
each producer will try to arrive at the most
efficient use of productive resources in order to
compete with others and make greater profits.

3) The money incomes people receive, whether in the
form of wages, interest, rents, or profits, is the
main factor in determining how goods and services
will be divided--who will get what part of the
goods and services produced in a country.

X

b. In command economies most of the basic economic
decisions are made by the government. X XI-)The allocation of resources in a cc.mand society is

determined basically by the central planners, not l,-
free consumer demand.

X2) In command economies, the means of production are
almost all owned by the government and most of the
basic economic decisions are made by the government X
a) In practice, in communist countries, the means

of production are almost all owned by the gov-
ernment and most of the basic economic decisions
are made by the government. X

c. Government taxation and spending policies affect what
and how much shall be produced and who will get what
goods and services. X X

d. In a number of societies neither the government nor a
market system has been important in affecting how
resources are allocated. Such economic systems are
based largely upon tradition and reciprocal relation-
ships which have grown up in the past. All societies
have some reciprocal relationships which affect
exchange to some degree.

e, Economic systems are usually mixed, with both public
and private ownership and with decisions made both by
the government and by consumers. X X1) Private enterprise systems are really mixed econ-

omies, with government ownership of some means of
' --'

services.
some common socialized
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2) Even in a communist society, plant and farm mana-
gers make decisions, within limits, on how resource,
shall be combined to produce what the government
asks them to produce.

3) In communist countries, consumers do have a say in
how they spend tbeir money for products and service

..,
available to them. X

4) In all societies people have traditional relation-
ships by which they exchange certain things with
each other; this exchange is not affected
particularly by supply and demand. X X

f. Most economic systems are in the process of constant
change. X X

. The flow of income in a private enterprise system can
be broken down into three genral types of flows: between
businesses and the public (producers and consumers);
between the government and both producers and consumers;
and between savers and investors.
a. Businesses buy productive resources labor, capital,

and natural resources) from others and pay them wages,
interest, rent, and money for natural resources which
they in turn use to buy goods and services from
businesses.

O. People and business firms pay taxes to the government
and the government provides services to the public
and also buys productive resources from the public.

c. Many people save parts of their income by putting
it into bansk which lend the money to butiness firms
which in turn pay interest and finally repay the bank.

. Barter is inefficient, the development of a monetary
system promotes exhange and so a division of labor and
greater productivity.
a. darter consists of the exchange of desired goods and

services for other goods and services without the
use of money. True barter involves attempts by both
parties to the exchange to. get more and offer less.

e exchange o go is in rue artering is
affected by sumlv and demand . X

9.7
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--nb. Parter is less ,ffinient than money for a number of
.

reascl1F.

1) Barter is inefficient in that goods rlu, services
are not necear.i.a.v_eau.e. X

crTartr is inefficient -r.,. tha'c, ,.;cods .ar.: servces
can not always be divided to equalise value. X
Darter i: tneffi:lent -_Lr. that nary ,cods (lo not
last well.

X

-__,----

c. Mane, serves as a medium of exchange, as a measure
of value, and as a storcer of value; it is divisible
and, can be transported easily. X X

d. Money is wanted, for what it can buy; parer money has
.

no value in and of itself. X
. In a market economy, prices are affected by supply and
demand and prices affect supply and demand. X X i, X

*a. Other things being equal, the lower the price, the
greater the demand usually is; the higher the price the
less the demand usually is--except in the case of
certain types of goods.
1) The degree to whAch changes in prices affect demand

depends upon the degree to which consumers consider
the good or service essential to them. X

b. Other things being equal, the price of a good rises
when the good is in short supply as compared to the
demand for the good and falls when the supply of the
good is larger than the demand at the existing
price.

1) Wage rates are affected by the supply and demand
for labor in a market economy. X X

Firms compete with each other in many ways; this competi-
tion affects how things are produced.
n_ Firm:: 1-,nv re-nrc,f., x.-114$ vonVI nO;nr 17.v hep_vw ndver,tipAnq

to rs.la: their pr.oducts bc.:tte::' known or to increasL the
cirland for their product rather thr.n for competing
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b. Firms may compete with each other by trying to improve
the quality of their product or by product differenti-
ation.

X
e. Firms mr.:,-y compete with each other by try!-,6 to intro -

duce substitute products which will be Liore attraczive
to consumers or cheaper. X

d. Firms may compete with each otn:er by cutting prices
which means that they must compete in cutting costs
of production in order to ma)-.e a profit and stay in
business. X

. Business firms are organized as individual provrietcrti:
as partnerships, as corporations, or as producers' or
consumers' cooperatives. X.

a. As compared with individual entoi-prises, coporations
make possible a larger inv,;2:itnt in ca-1.i.1 Lc...s
(with an accompanying mass produotion and lower costs).
They also provide some legal safeguards for owners
in case of business failure. However, the owners have
less independence.

. At any specific time, the total econoAic c,:ctt is
affected by the quantity and quality of prodw_ltive
resources (natural resources, labor, an,fi capital goods),
by the levels of technology, and by the efficiency of
the organizational structure. X X X
a. Output is affected by the quality as well as the

quantity of natural resources (land ani minerals, etc.)
1) The quality of land resources is affected by

soil fertility, climate, and topomphy. X
,..

b. Economic output is affected by the quality as wel_l_

as the quantity of labor. X
c. Societies produce some capital goods which do not

satisfy consumer wants directly but which are used
to produce more goods in the long run. X X
1) Capital formation through savings is a major means

of increasing an economy's total output over time,
because it increases productive caracity. Thus it is
a means of raising living levels. X
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a) Savings (or forgoing present consumption) are
needed to obtain capital goods (for investment
or capital formation).

d. Output is affected by the level of technology.
--d7) Output can be increased by technological progress

in the development of tools and machines and power
to replace manpower.
a) New technolgoical developments bring improved

efficiency to tools and machines and increased
labor productivity. X X

*b) Machinery and power make possible greater produc-
tion per person and more complicated products.

e. The organizational structure of the total economy or
of any large sector of it (such as agriculture) affects
efficiency and so output.
l)Output can be increased by a more efficient combin-
ation of productive resources (by the way in which
production is organized).

*2)Division of labor and specialization make possible
increased production. X ,

,..

a) In division of labor no one tries to do all of
the job needed to satisfy wants. The jobs are
divided up and done by idfferent people. Even
one job may be broken up into a number of opera-
tions, each of which is performed by a different

__ person.
b) Mass production assembly lines use division of

labor and specialization to increase output per
worker.

c) Division of labor and specialization in most mass
production systems permit reduction of cost
per unit produced. X

). Specialization of individuals, companies, or regions X
makes for interdependence. Individuals

X
Individ.
& regions
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a,.Specialization (by individuals) means that one person
does only one task or job and. becomes skilled in its
performance. (Definitional generalization)

b. Cities usually have greater division of labor and
specialization than small towns or farm areaS.,

c. Specialization requires some kind of market for the
exchange of goods, while the market, in turn,
affects patterns of specialization.

d. Mass production factories need mass markets in order
to be profitable. X-

* e. The people who live in one community depend upon each
other for different goods and services and help each_
other solve problems.

* f. People in most societies of the world depend on people
who live in other communities or countries for certain
goods and services and for markets for their goods. X X X

1. In all societies people have certain economic goals. '

Although some economic goals are much alike different
societies place differing emphases upon them and even
have quite different goals.

a. People generally would like to see their economic
systems provide economic growth. (and so higher levels
of living).

--b. Peoples differ in the degree to which they desire a
reduction in inequalities of income.

c. People differ in the degree to which they desire
.

freedom of economic choice of occupation and disposal
of income.

.

d. People differ in the degree to which they want to
permit people to own productive resources and-decide
what they will do with them.

12,
X

The money income pe-Ople receive, whether in the_ form.of
wages, interest, rents or profits in a free enterprise
economy, is the main factor in determining how goods and
services will be divided -- who will get what part of
the gOods'and-services produced in a country. X
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.R. In general peop?e in this country wish to sell their
labor, land, capital, or goods for the highest incomes
possible in order to obtain the largest amount of desire.
goods and services possible.

.4. The incentive to achieve the largest amount of goods and
services possible is modified by other incentives such
as a desire for prestige, the maintenance of personal
relationships, beliefs about what is right (bolstered by
beliefs in supernatural), etc. X
a. People tend to work hardest at those jobs for which

they recieve the greatest incentive (monetary and non
monetary).

.5. Living levels in the U.S. are high compared to those in
most countries.
a. It is difficult to compare living levels between

countries because of differences in the kinds and
amounts of government services provided people.

b. Differences in levels of living may result in part
from differences in the stage of development rather
than in the type of economic system per se.

c. Living levels do not rise unless output cf
production grows at a faster rate than population.

5. A serious gap between what people think they should have
in terms of levels of living and what they have may
result in revolution if they can find no peaceful means
of achieving change.

.7. War has serious physical and economic effects upon the
people in war-torn areas.

8. The private enterprise system provides great freedom
of choice for consumers with incomes; these choices
are influenced by many factors.
a. Prices can influence our choice-making. X
b. Preference can influence our choice-making.
c. Quality influences out choice-making. X
d. Packaging may influence consumer choices.
e. r 4, is e to persuade consumers to make

certain choices as against other choices. .
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). All people, regardless of where they live or to what
race, nationality, or religion they belong, have many
things in eommon. X X
a. All people, everywhere have certain basic physical

drives, although they satisfy them differently
Review
from
grade 2 X X

*b. Human beings everywhere have acquired the need for
positive affect (affection) and interaction with other
human beings (gregariousness).

Review
from
grade 2 X X

*c. Human beings exhibit the same kinds of emotions (anger,
fear, sorrow, hatred, love) although they express them
in different ways and the emotions may be aroused by
different things.

Review
from
grade 2 X X

*d. Every cu:Iture must provide for the. satisfaction of the
elementary biological requirements such as food and
warmth, and the need for positive affect or gregar-
iousness.

--Te.
X

All cultures require a certain minimum of reciprocal
behavior or cooperation to obtain subsistence and
other ends of social life. X X

f. 1-3 all societies people have traditional relationships
by which they exchange certain things with each other;
this exchange is not affected particularly by supply
and demand.

*g. All societies develop rules for tracing kinship and
thus the group to which people can turn first for help
in time of need. X

*
h. All societies have some laws (rules which will be

enforced through force if necessary.) X

*i. In all societies people are expected to behave in
certain ways and not to behave in certain ways; they
are expected to believe that certain things are good
and certain things are bad.

O.People everywhere must learn to behave in the ways they
do, just as we learn to behave in the ways we do.

(Culture is learned, not inborn.) X X
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*a. In every society human beings., learn a culture in
.

the process of growing up; this culture is the
learned behavior patterns shared by members of their
group.

,

..--._

X
b. People perceive things in terms of their culture and

total life experiences. . ir-.
---4c.Ar--T-3.societies have some means of socializing childre . X

.

1) In primitive groups, children are taught to earn
a living by parents and informally by other
adults.

. .

. . .

a.The members of any group are likely to delegate
responsibilities and rights; they assign certain role
behaviors. X

IFa7Farailies in all societies delegate different responsi-
bilities and rights (or specific roles) to different
family members; age and sex are principles used in
all societies to differentiate family roles and
organize these roles into statuses. X

_

2.Ways of living differ from one society to another; each
culture (w: of life is different uni ue).

*a. Human beings have the potential. tp exhibit extremely
variable behavior, depending upon their natural and
cultural environment; they satiay their drives and

nee.d.edif

_

;
*b. Societies differ in terns of the kinds of services

which are provided by the government. X
.

c. Economic systems differ from one society to another. X
14-d. The structure of the family varies from one society

to another. (However, the nuclear family is found
in a31 societiesieven those with other forms.)

review

.

X .

om grade.
two

Review
from grade
two

We. Families ususslay have some economic functions, but the
- economic function differs greatly from one society

to another.
*f. Families in some ncieties have religious or super-

. natural functions (including the use of magic).
*g. People in different societies differ as to how they

expect people to act and as to what they think good
and bad. X X
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*h. Although all societies have sA ne_ :kind of religion(s),
_. religious beliefs differ from society to society.

The leadership of any group must try to maintain the grou.
cohesion and Organize its strategies to achieve its oals.
Governments provide many services which people cannot
provide for themselves.

i. Whenever things valued by a society are scarce, there
will be a differential access to and control of these
valued and scarce things by sub-groups within the society. X

.

a. Status may be acquired by birth, achievement, age or
or some combination of these. _ X

b. In societies with a caste system, people are bcrn into
certain oceopational groups and expect.certain
reciprocal relationships regardless of their ability;
in societies with greater mobility, they can hope to
rise further in the economic ladder, but they must
achieve to do so. X
1) Members of a c 'ate usually follow specific occupa-

tions. X
2) Castes have a fixed relationship, one to the other,

which may involve exchange of services and mutual
responsibilites and obligations

ti

3) Members of a caste cannot move out of their caste,
although as the caste system changes, there is
more likelihood of verticalmobility. -

, Although culture is always changing, certain parts or
elements may persist over long periods of time. X X X

*a. Culture changes, although it changes more rapidly and
- drastically in some places and timesthan in.others. ,

i.

'''1) Innovations occur in all societies; they occur in
ideas and behavior, not just in things. X

`2 Innovations may ccme about as a result of diffusion
or borrowing from other people. X

* 31Thanges in one part of a culture bring changes in
other parts. X X
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b. Persistence oz' culture traits may result from a lack of

exposure to conditions which further change.
*c. Some values are conducive to change; some make change

difficult.
1) Traditional societies, which look to tradition for

guidance) have very slow rates of economic growth
(growth in output).

% Every place has three types of location; a position, a
situation and a site.
a. Location is a position which sets a phenomenon at a

. specific point on the earth's surface.
*1) Things can be located at specific points on the

earths surface, usually designated by an abstract
grid and described in terms of latitude and longitude___1

---1*b. Situation describes a phenomenon in areal relationship
. with other pehenomena with which it is associated.

* c. Site relates a phenomenon to the detailed physical
setting of the area it occupies.

Phenomena are distributed unevenly over the earth's surface
resulting in great diversity from one place to another.
No two places are exactly alike.

*a. Unevenly-distributed phenomena form distinctive patterns
on the map.

b. Population is spread unevenly over the ear h s surface;
many of the land areas are sparsely popule_ed.
1j A number Of factorsclimate,, surface features,

natural resources, accessibility, and history affect
settlement patterns.

. Temperature is affected by the distance from the equator,
elevation, and distance from warm water bodies.

4a. Temperature and seasonal differences are affected in
- part by distance from the equator; temperature ranges

are smaller near the equator than away from it.f

*b. Temperature is affected in part by elevation; air is
- cooler at higher elevations than at lower elevations if

latitude and distance from the sea are the same.

/.1",
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c. Places in the interior of continents tend to have
greater extremes of temperature than do places along'
the coast.

41-1)-The ocean And other large bodies or water tb not
heat up so rapidly as land nor cool so rapidly as
land.

2) Winds which blow over warm bodies of water (or land
areas carry warm air to nearby land areas.

). Vegetation is affected by temperature and rainfall.
Soil in a particular place is affected by the type of basic
rock in the region, the climate, vegetation, erosion,
and by how man treats the soil.

?. Rainfall is affected by wind direction, distance from
bodies of water, and physical features which force winds to
rise.

Nature changes the character of the earth through physical
processes.

1.. Man uses his physical environment in terms of his cultural
values, perceptions, and level of technology.
*a. Nan changes to character of tEeaRT:
.b. The topography of a regicn nay Dreo'ent limitations,

Given a specific level of technology.
,. Scne things cnn be produced better in one place than in

another because of climate, rsources, access to resources,
available transportation, closeness to markets, labor
supply, people's skills, etc.
a. Location will be influenced by natural

resources needed for production. X
b. Loca ion o prosuction w 1 de n ucenced by tTanspor-

tation factors.

c. Location of production is ialuenced bSTphysical
features which affect transportation and access to X
resources.

d. Location of production is influenced by access to mar-
kets. X

1
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*e. Different parts of a city usually.have different but
__. interrelated function. X

...

*f. Some types of crops require much more human labor than
other t -s do. X

g. Differi 11: crops need different amounts of water. X



SEQUENTIAL DEVELOPMENT OF SKILLS
_ . { Cain i U,S.S,R. -7-Trooriand f ind0.

unity 1 t. islands i

1. ATTACKS PRCBLEMS IN A RATIONAL MANNER. .1
H

I
__., 1_..._

*a. Sets up hypotheses.eses. L .-- 1 x A
2. LOO.iiTES INFORMATION EFFICIENTLY. f ,

1
,

a. Us cs references to locate inornation 6n ).coal
community. X I

1
.

b. Uses encyclopedias,
---I x T x ,

1
..._....................._ ....______.

z>.
, 4*o. Uses table of contents to locate inrormation i 1,___ x

d. Uses hook index to locate. InZoravi. 1
I

,,.......___...,... _.,_,....,.........._____._...._........_

x
i

e. Uses library card catalog to locate information I r- X
: 43. CATHERS'INFUMATION FIFEOTIVELY.
I T

_l
,

1... ____
-f-a. Reads for details, to answer onctions. 1

I

.i

*b. Gains information by studyinE Pictures.
.

......,......._ _

:1
x

.. 1P

I

11.

il. C . L? ?o-t ':41 .....1-1- rlt-C... .. : .-- 17,--. t i 'a 'ri r. 0", .. .___,... - ,. ,,, ,... M. A.....,, ...!4... :6 ..,....r ...t... X
itd. Gains information by listening. 1 A, X L
te. Interlirets simple pictographs, bar graphc, anf7. Fictsglaphi Dar 1

! Bar
circle graphs.

I .7.r ..... I, ..**-,,. ... * ,.....I Circle 1...

f. Interprets charts. ; X i ) .7./c
------177Eins information by studying diagrams.

I

vA T-
g. Interprets ta.i.,le.

_1
A

4'rao (ains information by makintz ane. usi.2odel:=!. Flow modeLj j 1r

... 1) Interprets xiow charts or =cals. A
i. Uses a dictionary to learn how to pronounce

'vords and to learn the meaning of words.
1) Can choose the correct meaning of a word by

relating the meaning to the context in
1

which the word is found. f

,..... _ __ .... _

11.

-,.

4. 1SE P IVITECTE CLOCPAPHIO SKILLS.
_

Ras a sene of distane arri. c:r..-1:- , X .
v,- --:, 77-1( e.---re 3 *-:ifsTrio:C71di-5.17::::77-n-c7,-;3--- -1---- X I....., -__

il-2) Compaes areas. I X 17 r

7-' . Compares areas wII,h 1,:no:...% areas. i . X r X
* b , fip,s. a senee of dirc:ctioo. I f. T -1 i
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.a

1) Can tellcardinal and intermediate-direction..
*2) Notices ,directions in relationshipto_own

. town .

*3 Orients a map toward the north.
. .

. _ . _. :

.1. 4) Orients a map with globe..
.

c.. Uses atlas. ._ X
y

.

X
v-
Y,.

lj Uses atlas index. to locate places. .. .

-d. Interprets maps.-

1) Uses map scale to estimate distances. ,,.'' X
2T Uses parallels on globes and maps.
3) Uses global grid to identify directions. X
4) Uses a map grid to locate places on a map.

_.

.n.

5) Interprets map symbai-in tering-CT-rap
legend.
a) Interprets map symbols for political

boundaries. i
__J

-lb) Interprets map symbols tcolor layers and

___ gradients, shading.) X
c) Interprets map symbols for cities and

towns. X
d) Draws interea(iFF-rEa a cbmparison 0'17--

different map -patterns on the same area. X

X

e) Differentiates between small-scale and
large-scale maps and knows when to use
each. X

iif) Visualizes basic map patterns.

___

Y

X

X _ _ , _
. _ . . . . . _ . . _ . _ . _ _

_ .__ . .

_ _ _ _ . _

5, h VA LLTATTES-rav OM Eg... or INKIMITil

_ _
_ _ _

a. Looks for points of agreement and disereement
among authors and other sources.

.

b. Differentiates between fact and opinio.
_

K..

-
_

). ORGANIZES AND ANAtYZES INI'ORNATION .i-1ND DRAOF; C:d1-

CLUSIONS.

a. Identities Lifferences in data
tw h. MA!z1=ifioc an+n_ ,
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*c. Applies previously-learned concepts and gen-
. eralizations to new data. X X X
d. Makes graphs to help in analyzing data. X

*e. Tests hypotheses against data. X X X X
i$f. Generalizes from data. X X X

7-.Works effectiyedriariethers.

X*a. Is able to empathize with others.
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1. Is curious about social data. X X2. Is committed to the free examination of social
attitudes and data. Searches actively for dif-
ferent points of view and interretations.

X
3. Respects evidence even when it contradicts pre-

judices and preconceptions. X
4. Values objectivity

X5. Evaluates information and sources of information
before accepting evidence and generalizations. X

6. Is sceptical of single-factor causation in
the social sciences. X

7. Appreciates and respects the cultural con-
tributions of other peoples (countries, races,
and religions).

X X


